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- Editorial DEAR SIR OR MADAM,

I am happy to welcome you to the Crous of Strasbourg and I wish you a pleasant
arrival in your new place of residence.
The Crous is a public facility governed by the French Ministry of Higher Education
and Research. Its mission is to be in charge of the student life in all its services :
housing, restoration services, social grants and culture.
I have the pleasure to hand to you this resident guidebook. It will help you
moving in and will ease the administrative procedures.
You could also find all relevant information on our website : crous-strasbourg.fr.

On behalf of all Crous staff, I welcome you and wish you an excellent academic year.
LINA RUSTOM
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF
CROUS OF STRASBOURG

DON’T HESITATE TO
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE :
 crous-strasbourg.fr

YOU CAN FOLLOW US ON :
 Facebook
 Twitter
 Instagram
 Snapchat

FOLLOW ALL THE NEWS
OF THE STUDENT LIFE
WHEREVER YOU ARE !
PUBLISHING DIRECTOR
LINA RUSTOM, DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE CROUS OF STRASBOURG
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
SARAH BOOS - HEAD OF COMMUNICATION / CULTURE
CONCEPTION ET PHOTOGRAPHIE © CROUS OF STRASBOURG
ENGLISH VERSION MEMENTO
IMPRESSION GROUPE CAR
PRINTING 5 650 COPIES / JULY 2018

- Welcome You have just move into your new home. The Crous of Strasbourg is pleased to
welcome you and wish you a pleasant time in your new residence.
This guidebook, specially made for you, compiles relevant and useful information to ease your installation and help you find answers to your questions about
your new daily life.

The Crous of Strasbourg
THE CROUS OF STRASBOURG IS A PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIVE
INSTITUTION WITH :
 A housing wealth of approx. 5 330 student housings divided onto
6 campuses and 11 residence halls ;
 18 university dining halls, cafeterias and take-out point
of sales split on Strasbourg’s, Mulhouse’s and Colmar’s campuses ;
 Administrative and technical services ;
 440 employees, 90 of them are in the administration and 350 are
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on the field.
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- Housing -

Important
The practical details may change
depending on your housing,
whether it is in a dormitory or
residence (room or studio) or in
an apartment (T1).

Moving in
TO GET YOUR KEYS AND START TO MOVE IN, YOU SHOULD FIRST :
 Complete and sign the resident’s file and provide all the required
documents: the guarantor’s file and the Rules of procedure that acts
as a proof of engagement ;
 Pay the entry security deposit and the first month of rent.
For the residences that offer common equipment, you should also pay
an annual fee ;
 Provide a comprehensive home insurance certificate ;
 Provide a school certificate as soon as you get it, to prove
that you are a student.

Security deposit
The board of the Crous of Strasbourg votes the price of the security deposit. It
is at least equal to a month of rent.
The deposit will be refunded to you, per bank transfer, after you moved out (see
section Moving out).

It is a very important document. You should read it carefully and keep it.
This document engages you, as it engages the Crous of Strasbourg. It sets
the rights and obligations of each.

| HOUSING

The Rules of procedure,
that acts as an engagement
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Inventory
It describes the state of the accommodation and its equipment at the moment
you move in. The inventory is made in your presence (or the presence of someone

Important

you mandated to represent you). An appointment should be made between

The keys will only be

you and the Crous’s employees at your arrival or if it is not possible within 8 days

de a completed and signed

after you got the keys. A copy of the inventory will be handed to you.

the security deposit and a

handed to you If you proviresident’s file as well as pay
first month of rent. The insu-

You have 10 days to notify any malfunctions or anomaly that would not have

rance certificate is required

been stated during the inventory. Any trouble regarding the heating can be

accommodation. Make sure

notified during the month that follows the heating period.

Administrative procedures
Your mail should be addressed as the following :
EXAMPLE

M. ou Mme …			

Mme Martin Sophie

Bât … N° de logement 		

Bât A n°101

Résidence …				

Résidence Les Cattleyas

N°… Rue …				

2 rue du Vieil Armand

Code postal VILLE

67  100 STRASBOURG

Address modification : you have to notify your new address to all your contacts
(social security institution, regional prefecture, taxes, city hall…).
Internet access : in most of the residences from le Crous, internet connections
are generated by a private contractor called SMARTCAMPUS. The Internet is
available per WiFi or through an RJ45 socket in your room. After registration
by the administration, a personal connection code will be sent to you per SMS
and e-mail within 48 hours (business days). If you have not received a message
after this deadline, please contact the secretariat of the residence.
The connection fee is included in your monthly rent (unless you are living at
Houblonnières or Bruckhof, those residencies have a contract with another
provider).
If you have any question, please visit SMARTCAMPUS/WIFIRST websites and
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assistance.
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Situation changes
If your situation changes (if you quit college, transfer into another university,
start an internship, get married or PACS, excepting a child), you should write
a letter to the administration of your residence. The residence will then notify
you all the documents you will have to provide to change status.

as soon as you get in the
to keep in mind the opening
hours of the administration.

- Insurance -

Important
A lack of insurance is
grounds for automatic
termination of the contract
of occupancy.

Insurance and security : mandatory
IT IS MANDATORY TO INSURE YOUR HOUSING AND ITS OUTBUILDINGS
(THE MAILBOXES LOCATED ON THE OUTSIDE) BEFORE ENTERING THE
HOUSING.
Insurance will protect you against the damages that may occur during your
stay. The insurance should cover the risks associated with fires, explosions and
water. You are responsible for any damage caused in your housing (whether or
not they impact the whole building) even when if it occurs when you are absent from the housing.
Without insurance, you will have to pay back the Crous of Strasbourg and any
third parties involved.
We recommend that your insurance also covers you against vandalism, glass
breakage, theft, furniture replacement and provide you with a third-party liability cover.
It is mandatory to hand out the insurance certificate to the administration
of your housing as soon as you signed the Rules of procedure that acts as a
contract of occupancy. You can then quickly get the keys of your accommodation. The insurance certificate should state that the housing is covered, how

| INSURANCE

long it will be covered and what kinds of risks it covers.
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What to do in case of accident / damage ?


In case of damage in your accommodation (water damage, fire, etc.),
you should immediately reach out to the reception of your residence and
your insurance company (if you are living in Mulhouse, call the emergency number).
Then, you should file an accident report (documents provided by your insurance company) and hand it over to the director of your hall of residence. He
will complete it and keep a copy of it. A copy should be sent to your insurance company. Please, keep your damaged property until the expertise occurs,
during which you need to be present.

 In case of theft, call your insurance company, and the closest police station
within 48 hours. Send a copy of the deposit receipt to the residence.
To start, you can file a complaint form online at : pre-plainte-en-ligne.gouv.fr
This service allows you to make a declaration for acts of damage to property
(theft, damage, fraud, etc.).

What to do in case of emergency ?
In case of danger, call directly one of this emergency service :


15 : medical emergencies



17 : police



18 : fire department

| INSURANCE

Notify the residence reception or the on-call service indicated.
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All residencies have an emergency evacuation plan, fire alarms and emergency exits. It is important to read all the safety instructions displayed in
the building as soon as you arrive in your new housing. Therefore you will be
able to react properly in case of emergency (fire, flooding, power cut, etc.).
For your safety, all housings are equipped with a smoke detector DAAF.

- Fees Housing fee
THE HOUSING FEE (OR RENT) HAS TO BE PAID COMPLETELY WITHOUT
INVOICES OR REMINDERS.
The amount of the housing grant (ALS and APL) is directly deducted from your
monthly rent as soon as the CAF as paid the first allowance to the Crous of
Strasbourg.

The monthly rent
The rent had to be paid before the 10th of each month* unless you pay by direct debit. Direct debit occurs after the payment of students’ grants.
The amount of the monthly rent is established by the board of the Crous of
Strasbourg and can be revaluated once a year**.
The rent includes the building maintenance charges, namely the water
consumption, the electricity, the maintenance fees, the household waste removal tax and the Internet access.
* The exchange students under contract with Unistra and other institutions (Erasmus/Campus France/schools)
have to pay before the 5th of each month.

| FEES

** reviewed January 1st.
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Payment methods
You can choose between different payment methods :
 By direct debit: the amount is directly taken out of your bank account,
generally without bank fees (after the 25th of each month) ;
 Online on the website meservices.etudiant.grouv.fr - Section Gérer mon
logement : Cité’ U. Secured payment with your INE number ;

Important
In the case of payment default, the guarantor will be
responsible for your debt.
In this case, the Crous will
file a claim to recover your
debt. Moreover, the Crous

 By credit card ;

will have to notify the Governemnt Housing Assistan-

 By bank or postal check, addressed to the bursar of your residence ;

ce (CDAPL). This institution
has the power to suspend

 Cash payment : at your residence’s office during the opening hours.

your financial support (APL
or ALS).

Financial support
You can benefit from the financial support from « Les Caisses d’Allocations
Familiales » (CAF). They can help you pay your housing fee.
 CAISSES D’ALLOCATIONS FAMILLIALES / BAS-RHIN
22 ROUTE DE L’HÔPITAL - 67000 STRASBOURG
www.strasbourg.caf.fr
 CAISSES D’ALLOCATIONS FAMILLIALES / HAUT-RHIN
26 AVENUE ROBERT SCHUMAN, 68100 MULHOUSE
www.mulhouse.caf.fr

| FEES

The services applies a waiting period : no support for the first month in progress.
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- Rules -

Important
It is forbidden to bring, manipulate or stock any hazardous,
flammable, explosive products
or devices into the accommodation or public places
on campus !

The rules of collective life
LIFE ON CAMPUS / HALL OF RESIDENCE IMPLIES THE RESPECT OF THE
RULES OF COLLECTIVE LIFE.
During your stay, you agree to behave in the respect of the people around you,
namely the employees, and the equipment. The rules of procedure you have
signed at your arrival aims at preserving the peace and tranquility. The board
of the Crous de Strasbourg has voted it.

In your accommodation
RIGHT TO OCCUPY
The resident’s right to occupy is personal, non-transferable, precarious and revocable and may not relinquish his accommodation to a third party: only one resident
per housing (room or studio). It is forbidden to host another person, inhabitant or
not of the residence.
Visits are allowed in presence of the resident until 11 pm, in the respect of the
neighborhood. If you are a victim of daytime or nighttime noise pollution from a
neighbor, start by trying to find an amicable solution by making them aware of the
inconveniences caused by the noise. For safety reasons, we recommend that you
always know the person you open the door to (building, room). The resident should
guarantee the access to his housing anytime to the Crous’ employees who have to
act in the building.
Direct sellers : a decree of July 21st 1970 regulates the exercise of the resident’s individual liberties. It states that all commercial, political or religious public activities are
forbidden.

HYGIENE AND CLEANLINESS
For your health and those of the other residents, you have to clean your housing
(ventilate, clean, waste sorting.

In a room or in a studio, it is forbidden to bring your own hotplates, stove or any other
cooking equipment (other than those provided by the Crous) with the exception of
a microwave. In the dormitories, community kitchens are located on each floor.
The use of any dangerous equipment, the modification of the electric system or the
transformation of the housing is strictly forbidden.
As a resident, you will be made responsible for :


A fire resulting from your negligence ;

 A flood resulting from your negligence.
You should not block the doors automatic closure system (safety exits).

| RULES

SAFETY AND SECURITY OF PEOPLE AND ASSETS
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Do not block your window.
You cannot :



Place or throw perishable goods, detritus and other objects on the windowsills ;
Install a satellite dish or any other equipment.

You are responsible for your own access to your housing (keys, card, etc.) : you can be
charged for a door opening.

Common areas
USE OF THE COMMON AREAS
The common areas (halls, door steps, stairs, etc.) are crossing points and not meeting places. They should not be crowded.

MAINTENANCE OF THE COMMON AREAS
The Crous will clean the stairs, kitchens, and collective sanitary installations. You
should respect the cleanness of these areas and make sure you leave these places
as clean as you found them. If you use a kitchen, please clean after you. If not, the
Crous de Strasbourg has the right to make you pay the cleaning.

DAMAGES
The authors of damages are exposed to legal pursuits.

MAILBOX AND KEYS
The keys are under your responsibility. They should not be lent, given or copied. In
case you lose them, you have to contact your residence. You will get a new set of
keys that you will have to pay for. For your own safety, we advise you to lock your
housing door and the building.

ELEVATORS
Security rules such as the prohibition to smoke are displayed inside the elevators.
As in all collective areas you should ensure that it remains clean when you leave.

| RULES

BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES
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Special areas are designated to park your bicycles and motorcycles. However they
remain under your responsibility. Make sure you always lock the doors if you’re in a
closed area.

DISPLAY
Unauthorized displaying is forbidden. If you wish to communicate any information
by displaying it, you should use the displaying panels but first you need the administration’s authorization. Please, remove your message as soon as it is no longer
relevant to let the other residents use the displaying panels.
Any religious, commercial, political or not translated foreign language display will

not be authorized.

HALLS AND COMMON ACTIVITY ROOMS
Each residence has its own rules concerning the use of these places. Each room is
submitted to the authorization of the director of the site.

LAUNDRIES
Payment is made through your student card. Laundries are equipped with the payment system Izly. The maintenance of the laundry machines is carried out of by a
private service provider.

Outdoor areas
GREEN AREAS
Roads, green and outdoors areas are common spaces. Litter and other dangerous
objects must be put in the trash containers to preserve the vegetation. It is forbidden to walk on the grass areas. For security reasons it is not allowed to have barbecues or group meetings around the buildings and in the green areas.

PARKING / VEHICLES
Vehicles must be parked in the parking lot. The parking lot is dedicated to light
vehicles. Please do not obstruct the fire-fighters’ way nor the access to the fire hydrants. If you do your vehicle will be towed away.
Caravans or other heavy vehicles will not be allowed to park on the Crous de Strasbourg parking lot.
Any stopped vehicle must be turned off.

| RULES

It is forbidden to work on a vehicle on the parking lot. If you leave your wrecked car
on the parking lot or do not move it for a very long period of time, the vehicle will be
towed away at your charge.
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- Environment 

Yellow bin

PAPER - CARDBOARD - FOLDABLE FOOD CARTONS
HAVE TO BE FOLDED

BOTTLES AND CONTAINERS - EMPTY PLASTICS
THE CAPS HAVE TO SCREW ON



Blue bin (or brown)
If you have any
doubt, throw the waste
in the household
waste bin !

PIZZA BOXES

PUNNETS AND

| ENVIRONMENT

POLYSTYRENE

PLASTIC
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FILMS

TIN CANS

YOGHOURT

ALUMINIUM

TOXIC

PLASTICS

/ WHITE

CANS

PRODUCTS

BAGS

CHEESE
CUP

Waste sorting, your new habit
SORTING BETTER TO RECYCLE MORE IS THE CROUS’ AMBITION FOR
THE YEARS TO COME.
Waste recycling enables to better use raw materials like oil and wood that are
becoming rare and expensive. Recycling reduces the amount of burnt waste
and therefore the costs of waste treatment for all of us. This reduction in the
costs is impacted on your monthly rent.

Important
If you are living in Mulhouse,

How to sort the waste ?

the sorting rules are different.
You will find all relevant
information displayed

For a quality sorting, it is essential to respect the instructions.

in every Clous’ housing.

The adjacent sketch will show you how to sort the waste. The recycled wastes
(paper, plastics, cardboard) should be placed in the yellow bins or in the specific voluntary contribution terminals. The household wastes should be thrown
in the blue bins (or brown bins) and the glass in the bins dedicated to it in the
city. At the beginning of the year, you will receive a recycling bag to help you
sort out the waste.
The glass is sorted aside for two reasons :
 So that it will not cut the employees ;
 So that they will not be treated as unrecyclable waste
because of broken glass pieces.
All kinds of plastic are not treated by Strasbourg. Only plastic bottles can be
recycled. In the future, the progress in the waste sorting and recycling proce-

A simple behavior
for a better life
 No need to sort metals : they are collected in the blue bins
and automatically collected after all the rest has been burned
and will be recycled.


No need to clean the packaging before throwing them out.
They should only be empty.

| ENVIRONMENT

dures may help to extend the sorting to all kinds of plastic.
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- Maintenance -

Important
En cas de dégradations,
les travaux de réparation sont
à votre charge et votre
responsabilité est engagée.

Maintenance of the housing
and the common areas
All reparations are not to be paid by the owner. In order to keep your room in
a good state, you must take care of the daily maintenance.
The Crous de Strasbourg has signed maintenance contracts for the maintenance of some equipment (Air fan, common areas, garage automatic doors,
elevators, and so on). The monthly fees you pay to the Crous include these
charges.
Page 22, you can visualize the equipment in your housing that is for you to
maintain and those that are maintained by the Crous.

Whom to address to ?
For any reparation in your accommodation or in the common areas, contact
the office of your residence.
For any urgent and serious technical problem that occurs outside the administration opening hours (massive power cut, leak of water, etc.), contact the
reception or call the emergency number (see the contact sheet, attached to
this guidebook).
Following your claim, the staff will take action in your housing in your absence.
However, if you want to be there, you have to notify it as soon as possible.

| MAINTENANCE

An appointment will be made during the staff working hours.
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Control visitations
ANY CROUS DE STRASBOURG HOUSING UNIT MAY BE VISITED ANYTIME
BY THE CONTROL SERVICES.
Our technicians’ mission is to make sure all the equipment works well or to
proceed to reparations in charge of the Crous de Strasbourg.
You will be notified of their arrival (collectively or personally) on the display
panels.

Maintenance and reparations
The Crous de Strasbourg will take care of the substantial maintenance work in
your housing (renewal, isolation, etc).
As a resident, you should, however, maintain a current level of cleanliness in
the housing (cf. art. 5 of the inner rules) : regular cleaning and ventilation are
mandatory
ATTENTION : in case of volunteer or accidental damages, you will be taken res-

| MAINTENANCE

ponsible for the reparation fees.
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- Fighting insects LET US REMIND YOU THAT THE RISK OF HAVING INSECTS IN YOUR ROOM IS MUCH
HIGHER IF YOU DO NOT CLEAN YOUR ROOM ON A REGULAR BASIS !

Facing insects
The resident must inform the administration of the presence of insects in
his housing. He should guarantee the access to the housing and follow the
procedure given to him. If necessary he may have to clean the place before
the intervention and leave his room for a few hours after the treatment. It is
very important to let the treatment take effect and not to clean it off.
In case of bedbugs, all the clothes have to be placed in plastic bags and have
to be washed at high temperature (same for bed sheets).

How to recognize a bedbug
 It is the size of an apple seed
(between 4 and 7 mm) ;


Its color is brown / beige ;



It feeds exclusively on blood ;



It can live for 6 to 24 months ;



A female lays 5 to 15 eggs/day ;



It lives at night.

What are the symptoms ?
Bedbugs do not spread disease.

| MAINTENANCE

However, we can observe :
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Pitting on the body ;



A possible allergy in some people.

Do not hesitate to consult a doctor in case of allergies !

How to spot them ?
Carried in clothing and luggage, bedbugs slip into corners and hide in
mattresses, headboards, carpets, textiles, etc. This insect moves little, usually
stays close to the bed and can attach itself to a garment fold or in luggage.


Its presence can be detected by traces on the skin or small brown spots
on the sheets sometimes accompanied by an unpleasant smell.

Important

How to react in case of infestation

Do not use your own

REPORT IMMEDIATELY TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF YOUR ACCOM-

Notify the reception. They

MODATION (LODGE OR RECEPTION) WHICH WILL INFORM YOU OF THE
PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW.

PROCEDURE


pesticides. Inform the main
office of your residence.

will call a professional who
will come as soon as possible.
The procedure may require
several time-lapsed interventions and strict rules to follow.

You will complete a request for a report
of which you will receive a copy ;



You will receive instructions to follow imperatively
in order to complete eradication ;

 A check by an agent will be carried out as well
as a high-pressure steam treatment ;
 A pest control company will perform a chemical treatment.

Attention
If you are concerned about
this problem, be careful not
to facilitate the proliferation
of bedbugs among your
friends and neighbors by
limiting contact with
potentially contaminated
tissue. Bedbugs are found

If the problem persists
If 24 hours after the first treatment, there is still a presence of bedbugs,
report it immediately to the reception at your residence. Chemical treatment

in public places where many
travelers meet such as
airports, train stations,
hotels, guest rooms,
hospitals, nursing homes,
nursery, school, dormitories.

will be continued with two new procedures, 15 days apart. Infected clothing
should be decontaminated for three days and kept insulated in closed bags for
the duration of the procedure.

moving. A solution of transit until the treatment, for one night or two, could be
proposed, within the limit of our means. As a precaution, the adjacent rooms
(next to and above) will be inspected and, if necessary, treated as a preventive
measure.
If the resident obstructs the intended insect control intervention by not following the instructions or by not clearing his accommodation, an invoice of at
least 50 € will be sent to him.

| MAINTENANCE

No definitive transfer to another room will be proposed: risk of the problem
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Equipment to be maintained
The following drawings give you details of the parts and equipment that

| MAINTENANCE

you need to clean :
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- Cleaning tips ON ARRIVAL, YOUR ACCOMMODATION IS IN A CLEAN CONDITION.
IT IS UP TO YOU TO MAINTAIN IT REGULARLY AND TO CLEAN IT BEFORE TOU LEAVE
FOR THE EXIT SURVEY AND INVENTORY.

Ventilate the room at least 10 min every day
Open your windows. Remember to close them again if you have
to leave. Do not hang your wet clothes on it.

Important
Failure to follow
the cleaning re-

Take out the trash regularly
Sort your waste for better recycling :
paper - plastic - glass - compost packaging.

commendations
when you leave
will be charged
and deducted
from your deposit !
Hourly cleaning

Remove dust from all the surfaces

rates = 40€

Clean your windows. Sweep, vacuums and wash the floor,
including under furniture (bed - desk - table).

Descale your entire faucet
Descale with a descaling agent or white vinegar (economical
and efficient). Rub your sink from the inside and outside with
these products.

Regularly clean and descale
your shower / bathtub and WC (if equipped)
Do not use paint strippers or products containing ammonia.
Don’t forget to clean the shower outlet grille (hair, dust, etc).

Clear all the air vents

Degrease your baking trays
Remove grease with a degreaser or baking soda.
Also clean your sink to avoid limescale marks.

The day before you leave : defrost your fridge
Defrost your refrigerator before unplugging it.
Clean it inside, outside and underneath.
To do in addition to regular inside cleaning.

| MAINTENANCE
ENTRETIEN

From time to time, clean with a soapy water or degreasing
product (dish soap or other).
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- Student life The residence board
AT THE BEGINNING OF EVERY ACADEMIC YEAR, STUDENTS ELECT
THEIR REPRESENTATIVES.
The residence board’s objective is to organize the social and cultural life within
the residence. New ideas are submitted to the residence’s director through
regular meetings held by the board.
The procedure to become a candidate for the election and to constitute an election list will be published during the month of September in all the residences.
You can vote online.
Visit the website messervices.etudiant.gouv.fr.

The “relais cités” students
IN EVERY RESIDENCE, THE CROUS HIRES “RELAIS CITÉS” STUDENTS
(STRASBOURG).
They have many goals :


Help new students with the different administrative procedure
and their settlement ;



Be available for the students all around the academic year (through 		
scheduled meeting time or visit) to give them some advice and
to orientate them towards the social or medical services
of the Crous if necessary ;

| STUDENT LIFE
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Help organize social life in the residence with the help
of the residence board.

Crous’s social service
Social workers are available for talks at the university or at the Crous’s social
service. You can make an appointment or come during the consultation hours.
You can check the opening hours and the venues on the Crous’s website ou
vous renseigner or call the secretariat at this number 03 88 21 28 48.
Whatever your relational, family, budgetary or health difficulties, the social
workers help you find solutions to your situation.

Events and parties
Many different kinds of events are held through the semester :


Welcoming events ;



Premiere and movie nights ;



Cocktail, board games parties, photography contest,

Important
Every initiative is welcome.
Don’t hesitate to come,
to participate and to be
creative !
For more information,
go to the representatives
of your residence.

theater workshops, etc ;


Events on different prevention themes ;



Shows and concerts .

You are very welcome to help us organize those different types of events

| STUDENT LIFE

throughout the year. Events can boost the social life in your residence.
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- Moving Out The termination
of your housing contract
If you wish to leave your housing before the end of your contract (see the dates
of your act of engagement), your request should be addressed to the administration of your residence by certified mail with signature confirmation or by
hand delivery to the secretary’s office against a receipt or signature.
The administration will acknowledge receipt of your early departure decision
per writing. The notice period is one month, 30 days from the date of receipt
of the mail by the administration.
You are obliged to pay your monthly fee until the end of the notice period and
subject to the actual return of the accommodation.

The departure inventory
If you leave (or transfer inside a residence), you must make sure your balance
is even as soon as you know when you are supposed to leave. You also have
to make an appointment for the inventory as soon as your departure date is
settled.
The departure inventory has to be done on the day that you leave with a Crous
employee, during the working hours. You or someone you appointed have to
be present to sign the inventory. No inventory may be done during weekends
and holidays.
The room must be in a good state, clean and empty. In case it’s not, you may
be charged a cleaning fee (according to the time needed). The administration

| MOVING OUT

board of the Crous de Strasbourg votes the amount of these cleaning fees.
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If you do not return your keys as you sign the inventory, you will remain responsible for the housing and you will have to keep paying the rent.

Your accounts balance
AFTER RETURNING YOUR KEYS WITH THE INVENTORY,
THE ADMINISTRATION WILL VERIFY YOUR BALANCE.
It will be done within two months after you returned your keys
and will depend on :


How many monthly fees you still have to pay ;



If it occurs, the cost of the repairs that may have been done
in your accommodation ;



The amount of your security deposit.

If the balance is positive, the residence will send you your money back by
bank draft on your bank account. Do not forget to give us your correct bank
information. You can fill out a form for foreign bank accounts transfer at the

| MOVING OUT

secretariat.
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Summer housing
IF YOU LIVE IN A ROOM OR A STUDIO*, YOU CONTRACT ENDS ON JUNE
30TH.
You must make a request to the residence in order to stay for the summer.
The director of your residence must approve your request. It will be a totally
new contract, different from the first one (some particular conditions may occur and you may be transferred into another room or building).
If you live in an apartment (T1) with housing grants, this does not concern you
as you contract lasts until August 31st.

PAY ATTENTION TO THE CALENDAR
In order for your application to be considered, you must again provide a guarantor file or pay in advance before June 15. The maximum duration is two
months, from July 1st to August 31st and cannot be extended to September.
* Only applies to ALS’ accommodations

Applying for next year
Every year, you can make an online housing application for readmission on
meservices.etudiant.grouv.fr - Section Gérer mon logement : Cité’ U before

| MOVING OUT

May 31.
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- Annexe Useful links
CLEAN WHILE RESPECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

strasbourg.eu

louer-responsable.fr

campus-vertstrasbourg.org

Make your own

A guide to help you

An ecologically sensitive

cleaning products

clean and some

association

#NATURALCLEANING

useful tips



EATING IN ALSACE

crous-strasbourg.fr

otstrasbourg.fr

tourisme-alsace.com

On campus

A list of restaurants

Good spots to discover

restaurants

selected by the tourist

the Alsatian terroir

and their menus

office in Strasbourg

#RESTOU #MIAM

and the region



VISIT THE ALSACE AND CULTURAL SPOTS

crous-strasbourg.fr

musees.strasbourg.eu

tourisme-mulhouse.com

On campus’s

Different museum to be

What need to be seen

events

discovered in Alsace.

in Mulhouse

#CROUSEVENT

For everyone !
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CROUS OF STRASBOURG
STUDENT RECEPTION
1 BOULEVARD DE LA VICTOIRE
67 000 STRASBOURG
TÉL. 09 69 39 19 19
FAX. 03 88 21 28 09

CLOUS DE MULHOUSE
STUDENT RECEPTION
11 RUE DES FRÈRES LUMIÈRE
68 350 BRUNSTATT
TÉL. 03 89 55 72 20
FAX. 03 89 55 72 30

WWW.CROUS-STRASBOURG.FR
FACEBOOK — CROUS.DE.STRASBOURG
TWITTER — CROUSTRASBOURG
PINTEREST — CROUS DE STRASBOURG
INSTAGRAM — CROUSTRASBOURG
YOUTUBE — CROUS STRASBOURG
SOUNDCLOUD — CROUS DE STRASBOURG

Strasbourg
CROUS-STRASBOURG.FR

